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Identifying Common Hazards 
A common approach in safety standards is to identify different aspects/dimensions of a system and list 
common faults/hazards associated those aspects.  These become “thought triggers” (see examples below) 
that lead one to assess if those hazards/faults could occur in their system and to the consider the potential 
harm of such hazards. 

Communication 
Late Delivery 
Early Delivery 

Value Source (Sensor) 
Detectable Value Error 
  (e.g., Out of Range) 
Undetectable Value Error 

Computation (e.g., App) Hosting 
Failure to execute 
Execution delayed 
Interference between computation 



Review from Introduction 

!  AADL annex to support hazard analysis 
!  And it offers  

!  Error Type Hierarchy 
!  Fault Propagation  
!  Component Error Behavior 
!  Composite Error Behavior  

EMV2 – Error Library and Error Types 

Error Modeling Annex - V2 



Fault Types / Common Hazards 
As an example, IEC 80001 has a very “bare bones” list of issues.   We anticipate 
that a significantly expanded list will be necessary to support our work. 

IEC 80001 -- Appendix A -- Common 
HAZARDS, HAZARDOUS SITUATIONS, 
and causes to consider in MEDICAL 
IT-NETWORKS  



EMV2 : Error Types 
Overview 

!  Error Types and Type Sets 
!  Custom Error Types 
!  Common Fault Types : Ontology 

!  Service-Related Error 
!  Value-Related Error 
!  Timing-Related Error 
!  Replication-Related Error 
!  Concurrency-Related Error 
!  Authorization and Authentication-Related Error 

EMV2 – Error Library and Error Types 



EMV2 : Error Types 
Introduction 

!  Error Type to characterize 
!  Errors to be propagated 
!  Activated fault represented by an error event 
!  Failure mode represented by an error behavior 

EMV2 – Error Library and Error Types 

Error Type 

Error Type 

Error Type Set 



EMV2 : Error Types 
Error Propagation  

EMV2 – Error Library and Error Types 

Port alarm_control 
propagates only AlarmError 

Error path specifies how the incoming 
error is transformed to an outgoing error 

Flows agrees with the error 
propagation, ie.  
MonitorModeError is the 
only incoming error type for 
port monitor_mode   

What happened to the 
OutofRange error on port 

current_temperature? 

OSATE will report 
that OutOfRange 
error is not handled 



AADL:EMV2 

AADL-integrated STPA for ICE Apps 

Custom Error Types 
!  Custom error types can be created in EMV2 

!  To provide meaningful errors with respect to a component 
!  Eg. HotAir vs AboveRange for HeatSource 

!  Three ways to create custom error types in EMV2 
!  Completely new hierarchy  
!  Extending an existing hierarchy 
!  Renaming an existing error type  

New error types by 
extending existing type 



Fault Types / Common Hazards 
One source of inspiration is the SAE Standard Error Model Annex for the Architecture 
Analysis Definition Language (AADL) 

The AADL Error Modeling framework provides pre-
declared hierarchies of error types which can 
subsequently be refined in an object-oriented 
fashion (e.g., General refined to Particular) 



Fault Types / Common Hazards 
The declarations on the previous page also have a textual representation… 

ServiceError:            type;
ServiceOmission:         type extends ServiceError;
ServiceCommission:       type extends ServiceError;
ItemComission:           type extends ServiceError;
ItemOmission:            type extends ServiceError;

BoundedItemOmissionSequence type extends ItemOmission;
BoundedItemOmissionInterval type extends ItemOmission;

Example of Service Omission 
Temperature sensor fails to send 
sensed temperature  



Fault Types / Common Hazards 
Additional examples… 

Example of Timing  
Thermostat responds late/early  

Example of 
Detectable Value 
Error  
Temperature 
sensor sends a 
reading of 110 ℃ 
(note: this value 
should never 
occur, and so this 
fault can be 
detected by a 
run-check) 

Example of Undetected Value Error  
Temperature sensor sends a 
reading of 36.8 ℃ when the true 
reading is 38 ℃ 



Computation 
Hosting 
Aspect 

Fault Types / Common Hazards 
We are investigating an approach where General Requirements identifies different aspects/dimensions 
of a system and list common faults/hazards associated those aspects – subsequently refined to 
specific architecture and components in Particular Requirements  

Value 
Source 
Aspect 

Communication 
Aspect 

…a number of other aspects 
not shown will be identified 

I. General Requirements will identity 
common functional aspects in an 
interoperable system 

II. General Requirements will 
identity common fault types / 
hazards associated with those 
aspects 

Network Controller (NC) 

Ice Equipment 
Interface (EI)  
via “dongle” 

Legacy 
Physical  
Device 

App 
A1 

App 
An 

App 
A2 

… 

Supervisor 

Native 
ICE-Compliant 

Physical  
Device 

Ice Equipment 
Interface (EI)  

ICE App Code Language / Virtual Machine 

I
1 

I
2 

I
3 

C1 

C
2 

C3 

C
4 

III. Particular Requirements will identify 
functional aspects (e.g, communication, 
value source) associated with each 
architecture component 

IV. Particular 
Requirements refine/
extend general fault 
types and add 
requirements for 
component 
implementers to 
describe how they 
mitigate or otherwise 
deal with those faults 



AADL Fault Type Definitions 
Examples of AADL Fault Type Definitions… 



AADL Fault Type Definitions 



AADL:EMV2 

AADL-integrated STPA for ICE Apps 

Value Error 

Detectable Value Error Undetectable Value Error 

OutOfBound OutOfRange 

BelowRange AboveRange 

!  Value Error: 
!  OutOfRange: Values that are 

outside of a component’s 
specification  

!  OutOfBound: The current item’s 
value is above or below the 
acceptable range of values 

SAE AS5506/3 - 34 - 

Item Value Error:  ∃ si∈S | vi ∉ Vi   

(26) We distinguish between detectable and undetectable item value errors. 

(27) Detectable Value Error [DetectableValueError] is detectable from the value itself, perhaps because it's out of 
range or has parity error.  Let predicate B represent detection of a value error, B(v).  

Detectable Value Error:  ∃ ai∈A | vi ∉ Vi ∧ B(vi)     

(28) Undetectable Value Error [UndetectableValueError] occurs when is not a correct value as perceived by an 
omniscient observer, but cannot be recognized based on available information. Such errors require additional 
contextual information to become detectable. 

Undetectable Value Error:  ∃ ai∈A | vi ∉ Vi ∧ ¬B(vi)   

(29) In the case of value errors the CFEM framework [Walter 2003] distinguishes between Subtle and Benign value 
errors. Subtle value errors are not detectable without information from additional sources (inline redundancy such 
as CRC, or redundancy by replication), while benign value errors are detectable by examination of the value alone. 
An example of benign value error is an Out Of Range error. Aliases have been defined to equate benign with 
detectable and subtle with undetectable. We have also introduced a property that allows the user to characterize 
the detection mechanism used by the system to detect different error types.  

(30) We distinguish between the following detectable item value errors: Out Of Range error with two subtypes Below 
Range, and Above Range, Out Of Bounds, and Incorrect Value. 

(31) Out Of Range [OutOfRange] represents an error where a service item value falls outside the range of expected 
values for the service. We also define two error sub-types called Above Range [AboveRange] error and Below 
Range [BelowRange] error. The expected range of values is represented by [min(V), max(V)].  

Below Range error:  ∃ si∈S | vi < min(V) 

Above Range error:  ∃ si∈S | vi > max(V) 

Out Of Range error:  ∃ si∈S | vi > max(V) OR vi < min(V)   

NOTE: In practice a detection mechanism checks for the minimum and maximum expected value for the whole service. 

(32) Out Of Bounds [OutOfBounds] represents an error where a service item value falls outside an acceptable set of 
values as determined by an application domain function, e.g., the stable control bounds of a control algorithm. Let 
predicate O represent detection of an out-of-bounds error, O(v). 

Out Of Bounds error:  ∃ si∈S | vi ∉ Vi ∧ O(vi)   

(33) Value Corruption [ValueCorruption] error results from erroneous behavior of the resources used by a system to 
perform its service, such as memory, or to communicate its service items, such as buses and networks. The effect 
is a value error in the service item that may be benign or subtle. Corrupted value errors can become detectable 
through the use of value redundancy. Value redundancy can take the form of inline redundancy, such as error-
detection codes that are carried with the value, or replication redundancy (see Replication Errors).  

NOTE: ValueCorruption is an alias for ValueError. 

(34) Sequence Value Error [SequenceValueError] represents value errors related to the sequence of service items. 

(35) Bounded Value Change [BoundedValueChange] represents an error where a service delivers service items 
whose value changes by more than an expected value. 

Bounded Value Change error:  ∃ si∈S | abs(vi - vi-1) > C where C is the maximum expected value change between two 
consecutive service items, and abs is absolute value. 

Value Error Hierarchy 



Summary 

!  Architecture-centric hazard analysis 
!  Incremental design and evaluation  
!  Error Types 
!  Fault Propagation 
!  Component and Composite behavior 

AADL-integrated STPA for ICE Apps 



AADL:EMV2 

AADL-integrated EMV2 

Language Concepts in EMV2 
!  Error Type system 

!  Error types to characterize faults (source of error) 
!  Predefined set of error types  
!  Extendable and flexible to adapt 

!  Fault Propagation 
!  Propagation of faults and their impact between components, systems and 

environment  

!  Component Behavior 
!  Error states and transitions 
!  Error trigger events 
!  Error propagation and transformation  

!  Consistency between various HAT(FTA, FHA, FMEA) 
!  Alternate system architecture can be explored  
!  Changes are consistently propagated and reflected 
!  Hazard analysis can be incrementally performed 



Isolette Model 

AADL-integrated STPA for ICE Apps 

Operator Interface 

Temperature 
Sensor 

Air 

Heat 
Source 

Thermostat 

Nurse 

Isolette 

Operator 
Settings 

Operator 
Feedback 

Current 
Temperature 

Heat 
Control 

Heat Heat 

Infant 



AADL:EMV2 vs STPA 

AADL-integrated STPA for ICE Apps 

AADL:EMV2   

!  Control Structure 
!  Control Action 
!  Hazard Causes 

STPA 

!  AADL Architecture 
!  Connections   
!  Error Types  



EMV2 Definitions 

AADL-integrated STPA for ICE Apps 

 Actual cause of a hazard 

Fault  

Error 
 Difference in state from the correct state 

Failure 
 Deviation in behavior from a nominal specification 



AADL:EMV2 

AADL-integrated STPA for ICE Apps 

Error Type System 

Different hierarchical error types 

!  Value Errors 
!  Timing Errors 
!  Service Errors 

EMV2 provides a flexible and hierarchical type system 



AADL:EMV2 

AADL-integrated STPA for ICE Apps 

Error Type System 

Service 

!  Error is defined as the difference in state from the 
correct state. 

!  In EMV2 Error types are treated as a type set with a 
single element type 

!  A service S is defined as a sequence of n service 
items si with n > 0 

!  A service item si is a pair (vi, di), where  
!  vi is the value of the service and  
!  di is the delivery time of the service 



AADL:EMV2 

AADL-integrated STPA for ICE Apps 

No Error 
!  A service item(si) is defined as correct when  

!  vi ∈ Vi and di ∈ Di, where  
!  Vi is the correct range of values for vi, and 
!  Di is the correct range of delivery time for di 

!  Challenge is knowing the correct values for a service 
item 
!  For analysis: Assume there exist an oracle/application 

domain function providing correct values for si 
!  Implementation: Redundant systems to identify correct 

values 

!  Note: There is an EMV2 keyword for NoError 
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AADL-integrated STPA for ICE Apps 

Value Error 

Detectable Value Error Undetectable Value Error 

OutOfBound OutOfRange 

BelowRange AboveRange 

!  Value Error: 
!  OutOfRange: Values that are 

outside of a component’s 
specification  

!  OutOfBound: The current item’s 
value is above or below the 
acceptable range of values 

SAE AS5506/3 - 34 - 

Item Value Error:  ∃ si∈S | vi ∉ Vi   

(26) We distinguish between detectable and undetectable item value errors. 

(27) Detectable Value Error [DetectableValueError] is detectable from the value itself, perhaps because it's out of 
range or has parity error.  Let predicate B represent detection of a value error, B(v).  

Detectable Value Error:  ∃ ai∈A | vi ∉ Vi ∧ B(vi)     

(28) Undetectable Value Error [UndetectableValueError] occurs when is not a correct value as perceived by an 
omniscient observer, but cannot be recognized based on available information. Such errors require additional 
contextual information to become detectable. 

Undetectable Value Error:  ∃ ai∈A | vi ∉ Vi ∧ ¬B(vi)   

(29) In the case of value errors the CFEM framework [Walter 2003] distinguishes between Subtle and Benign value 
errors. Subtle value errors are not detectable without information from additional sources (inline redundancy such 
as CRC, or redundancy by replication), while benign value errors are detectable by examination of the value alone. 
An example of benign value error is an Out Of Range error. Aliases have been defined to equate benign with 
detectable and subtle with undetectable. We have also introduced a property that allows the user to characterize 
the detection mechanism used by the system to detect different error types.  

(30) We distinguish between the following detectable item value errors: Out Of Range error with two subtypes Below 
Range, and Above Range, Out Of Bounds, and Incorrect Value. 

(31) Out Of Range [OutOfRange] represents an error where a service item value falls outside the range of expected 
values for the service. We also define two error sub-types called Above Range [AboveRange] error and Below 
Range [BelowRange] error. The expected range of values is represented by [min(V), max(V)].  

Below Range error:  ∃ si∈S | vi < min(V) 

Above Range error:  ∃ si∈S | vi > max(V) 

Out Of Range error:  ∃ si∈S | vi > max(V) OR vi < min(V)   

NOTE: In practice a detection mechanism checks for the minimum and maximum expected value for the whole service. 

(32) Out Of Bounds [OutOfBounds] represents an error where a service item value falls outside an acceptable set of 
values as determined by an application domain function, e.g., the stable control bounds of a control algorithm. Let 
predicate O represent detection of an out-of-bounds error, O(v). 

Out Of Bounds error:  ∃ si∈S | vi ∉ Vi ∧ O(vi)   

(33) Value Corruption [ValueCorruption] error results from erroneous behavior of the resources used by a system to 
perform its service, such as memory, or to communicate its service items, such as buses and networks. The effect 
is a value error in the service item that may be benign or subtle. Corrupted value errors can become detectable 
through the use of value redundancy. Value redundancy can take the form of inline redundancy, such as error-
detection codes that are carried with the value, or replication redundancy (see Replication Errors).  

NOTE: ValueCorruption is an alias for ValueError. 

(34) Sequence Value Error [SequenceValueError] represents value errors related to the sequence of service items. 

(35) Bounded Value Change [BoundedValueChange] represents an error where a service delivers service items 
whose value changes by more than an expected value. 

Bounded Value Change error:  ∃ si∈S | abs(vi - vi-1) > C where C is the maximum expected value change between two 
consecutive service items, and abs is absolute value. 

Value Error Hierarchy 
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AADL-integrated STPA for ICE Apps 

Custom Error Types 
!  Custom error types can be created in EMV2 

!  To provide meaningful errors with respect to a component 
!  Eg. HotAir vs AboveRange for HeatSource 

!  Three ways to create custom error types in EMV2 
!  Completely new hierarchy  
!  Extending an existing hierarchy 
!  Renaming an existing error type  

nent into such an error state (possibly after some
delay). An erroneous component may persist in
that error state for some period of time before it
behaves in a way that violates its nominal specifi-
cation. For example, a burned out transistor (an
activated fault) in an adder circuit does not cause
a processor to violate its nominal specification
until that circuit is used (after a delay) and pro-
duces an incorrect output value (erroneous state
information). The Error Model concept of er-
ror behavior state machine is used to define error
states, transitions, and conditions that trigger a
transition.

A failure is a deviation in behavior from a nomi-
nal specification, i.e., a component can no longer
function as intended in terms malfunction and
loss of function as a consequence of an error.
This may be due to an activated fault within the
component or an error propagation from another
component. The deviation can be characterized
by type, persistence, and degree of severity. The
degree to which a failure a↵ects nominal behavior
is referred to as severity of the failure. The Error
Model concept of error type associated with er-
ror events, error states, and error propagations,
as well as properties are used to characterize a
failure.

4.2 Error Types
Hazard analysis techniques such as FMEA, Fault Hazard

Analysis, and Subsystem Hazard Analysis [4] often include
reasoning about (a) the di↵erent ways in which a component
may fail and (b) how faults in one component can impact
other components in a system.

EMV2 provides the ability to declare error types that
represents a categorization or taxonomy of faults and er-
rors relevant for a system. The error model language for
the first version of AADL (AS5506) (which we refer to as
EMV1) modeled only one kind of error. Users did all sorts
of creative things with names to represent kinds of errors or
faults. Nevertheless, Aerospace Corporation used EMV1 to
model errors in satellites and ground stations with thousands
of AADL components from which Markov models were ex-
tracted and solved. The enhancements included in EMV2
were inspired by the Fault Propagation and Transformation
Calculus (FPTC)[18], developed by Wallace at York Univer-
sity. EMV2 improves upon FPTC by adding an error type
system with elegant ways of expressing groups and combi-
nations of errors.3

In EMV2, an error type can represent a category of fault
arising in a certain component, the category of error being
propagated, or the category of error represented by the er-
ror behavior state of a system or component. Error types
can be organized into di↵erent type hierarchies, e.g., types
relating to value errors and types relating to timing er-
rors. These type hierarchies give rise to the conventional
subtyping/inclusion polymorphism found in object-oriented
languages with inheritance.

3The first author has been made significant contributions to
the error type system of EMV2, including simplifying the
original proposal for EMV2’s type system, refactoring the
EMV2 grammar to reduce the number of productions by
two-thirds, and proposing a cleaner semantics.

Figure 5 gives a conceptual view of common error types
that are pre-defined in EMV2. The left side of the figure
illustrates errors related to the function of system services.
For example, in the context of network enabled applications,
the failure of the system to initialize its network authentica-
tion service might be classified as a Service Omission error.
The right side of the figure illustrates errors that might be
associated with data values or the communication of those
values. Regarding the timing errors on the far right side of
the figure, the failure of a network or bus to deliver a data
value from a provider to a client within the bounds of its
quality of service contract might be classified as a Late De-
livery Error. In the value errors, a component that emits on
its interface a value that lies outside of its specified range
might be classified as an OutOfRange error. As an exam-
ple of the subtyping that arises from such hierarchies, an
OutOfRange error can be either an AboveRange error or an
BelowRange error.
Error hierarchies such as those graphically represented in

Figure 5, are actually defined textually in an AADL annex
clause. Figure 6 provides an excerpt of the textual repre-
sentation corresponding to the error types presented on the
right-hand side of Figure 5.⌥ ⌅
TimingError: type;
EarlyDelivery: type extends TimingError;
LateDelivery: type extends TimingError;
ValueError: type;
UndetectableValueError: type extends

ValueError;
BenignValueError: type extends ValueError;
OutOfRange: type extends BenignValueError;
OutOfBounds: type extends BenignValueError;
BelowRange: type extends OutOfRange;
AboveRange: type extends OutOfRange;⌃ ⇧
Figure 6: Standard, Predeclared Timing and Value
Error Type Declarations

EMV2 also provides the ability to declare error types cus-
tomized to a particular application. These may be com-
pletely new hierarchies, or they may extend or rename pre-
defined error types. As presented in Section 3.1.3 Step
2, initial steps in a FMEA will identify failure modes for
each component. For the Isolette example, we might use an
EMV2 custom error definition like the one in Figure 7 to
capture basic failure modes and other errors related to anal-
ysis of the Isolette. Hierarchy is used to introduce categories
for Alarm and Status errors. These are subsequently refined
to errors for specific Isolette components. The declaration
of ThreadFault illustrates the ability to rename an EMV2
predeclared error type to obtain an Isolette-relevant name.
A heat-control error may harm the infant by becoming

too hot or cold. Therefore, HeatControlError is the most
important error type. The hazard for this error is mitigated
by sounding an alarm if the isolette becomes dangerously
warm or cool.

4.3 Attaching Error Sources to Architectural
Models

In conventional approaches to HAT, association of di↵er-
ent errors to system components and behaviors is only done
informally in textual documentation – making the informa-

New error types by 
extending existing type 
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!  Error propagation is like a error contract for the component 
!  It specifies the set of errors a particular port can handle 

Component Error Propagation 

￼ 

Port P1 can 
handle “NoData” 

Port P2 can handle 
“BadValue” and 

“NoData” but not 
“LateData” 
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AADL-integrated STPA for ICE Apps 

!  Informs the set of possible incoming and outgoing errors 
!  It doesn’t matter where the error originates 
!  Observing only at the boundary of a component 
!  In practice the there are derived from device specification 

Component Error Propagation 

￼ Port P1 can 
handle “NoData” 

Port P2 can handle 
“BadValue” and 

“NoData” but not 
“LateData” 

annex EMV2 {** 
 use types ErrorLibrary;  
error propagations  
P1: in propagation {NoData} ;  
P2: out propagation {NoData, BadValue};  
P2: not out propagation {LateData};  
end propagations; **}; 



AADL:EMV2 

!  To integrate two components A and B 
!  If there exist a connection from port A.P1 

to port B.P2, then  
∀e ∈ ErrorSet(A.P1) | e ∈ ErrorSet(B.P2)  

27 
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Consistency in Error Propagation 

Component A 
NoData 

NoData 
BadData 

Processor 
Memory 

Bus NoResource 

P2 P1 

LateData 
BadData 

Component B 
NoData 

Processor 
Memory 

Bus NoResource 

P2 P1 

BadData 

Mismatched fault propagation and 
containment assumptions 
Discovery of unhandled error 

propagations. 

Component A 

Outgoing  
Propagation 

P2 

Not propagated 

Component B 
P1 

Not propagated Propagated 

Propagated 

Not propagated Propagated 

Not propagated 

Propagated Unspecified 

Unspecified Propagated Unspecified 

Unspecified 

Unspecified 

Incoming 
Propagation 

Contract Assumption 

Consistency in Error Propagation 

AADL-integrated STPA for ICE Apps 

￼ 

Component  
Temperature sensor 

Component 
Thermostat 

Current_temperature 
Current_temperature 

OutOfRange 
OutOfRange 

UndetectableValueError 
UndetectableValueError 

!  Eg: Temperature sensor produces 
error “OutOfBound” and 
“UndetectableValueError” 

!  Also part of in propagation of 
Thermostat, therefore it is consistent 
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Error Flow 
!  Specifies the relation between input and output ports 
!  It captures the error flow within a component 
!  Error flow can be  

!  Source – Origin of an error 
!  Sink – Containment / Suspension of error 
!  Path – Transmission of error through component 

Flow mode Port 

Error Type Set 
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Error Flow : Path 
!  Describes the flow of error through a component 

!  Propagation : Error A from in port is passed to out port 
!  Transformation : Error A from in port is modified to error B 

   and passed to out port 

All three path represents 
transformation   
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Component Error Behavior 
!  Error flow of dependents on the state of the component 
!  Error flow may be constrained based on the component state 
!  Three types of Behaviors: 

!  Error behavior  
!  Repair/mitigation behavior 
!  Recovery behavior 

!  State transitions are triggered by error events and incoming error  
!  Similarly outgoing errors can be specified in terms of current 

state and incoming error 
!  Detected errors are mapped to a specific logging port with a error 

message/code   
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Component Error Behavior 

!  FailStop behavior : 
!  When the component is in “Working” state the “fail” even may trigger state 

transition to “failed” state 

!  Error behavior FailStop used in Isolette error detection mechanism  

Behavior name 

Error Events 
Exactly one state acts 

as the initial state 
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Component Error Detection 

The above specifies, when the component is in failed state, sends 
out an event through internal_failure port to raise alarm 

!  When an error is detected, the system may raise alarm or log error 
!  Component error behavior is used to specify detection condition 
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Composite Behavior 
!  Component’s error behavior is specified in terms of its 

subcomponent 

Error states of the  
component Isolette Error Types 

Composite behavior: 
a constraint on the 
subcomponent’s 
states to decide the 
component’s state 
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